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Overview

Related Work

Research on music-related tasks focusses on techniques to analyse audio content. However, music is experienced in a multimodal way and information about music 
is often conveyed through non-audio modalities (images, text, video, metadata). These can be exploited to enhance the performance of existing music 
information retrieval (MIR) tasks or solve new multimodal challenges (mapping, retrieval, etc.).

Deep multimodal learning (DML) extends the ability of deep neural network to automatically learn hierarchical and increasingly more abstract representations of 
the input data by leveraging supplementary and complementary information provided by different data modalities with the aim of building a richer representation.

Two main challenges: 
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Music genre classification using audio tracks, text reviews and cover 
art images [2]. 

Cold-start music recommendation by combining text and audio with 
user feedback data [3]. 

Music emotion recognition using audio with tags or images [4]. 

Cross-modal music retrieval by embedding lyrics, song audio and 
artist IDs into the same vector space [5].

Multimodal representation:  joint (vectors which encode modality-invariant 
semantics) or coordinated (vectors which preserve inter-modality correlations)?

Devising a fusion strategy: early or late fusion? 

Identifying modality-specific modules that preserve inter- and intra-
modality correlations. 

Investigating fusion strategies which employ an attention mechanism 
to learn useful shared modality representations by extracting salient 
features [6]. 

Exploring deep transfer learning in a multimodal setting, especially 
when one of the domains is characterised by noisy or missing data [7]. 
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Example of a Multimodal Architecture

Long short-term memory (LSTM)-
based module for modality 2 (e.g. text)

Deep multimodal architectures have successfully been employed to improve performance in speech recognition, emotion detection in videos, automatic image 
captioning, activity recognition, multimedia content indexing and retrieval [1], but have only rarely been exploited to enhance machine intelligence in music-
related tasks.
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